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We show that a 2-connected oriented graph of order n, with at least ½n(n - 1) - 2 arcs is 
Hamiltonian, and give a related conjecture. 
1. Terminology and notations 
We use standard terminology [2]. An oriented graph D = (V(D),  E(D))  is a 
digraph without loops, multiple arcs or circuits of length two. An arc with origin x 
and end y is denoted by xy. If x • V(D),  we define N+(x)= {ylxy • E(D)}, 
N - (x )= {y [yx •E(D)} ,  d+(x)=lN+(x)l, d-(x)=lN-(x)l and d(x)=d÷(x)+ 
d-(x) .  For S~_V(D),  N+(S)=Ux~sN÷(x) .  If QcV(D)  and z•V(D) -Q ,  
E(z, O)= {zx • E(D) [x • Q} u {xz • E(D) Ix • O}. 
A path xlx2" • "xt, of length l - 1, is a digraph with vertex set {xl, x2, • • •, xt} 
and arc set {x~x2, x2x3, • . . ,  Xt-lXt}. The cycle C = xlx2" • • xtxl, of length l, is the 
digraph obtained from the path xlx 2 • • "xt by adding the arc xlxl. We denote by 
xi---qxj the induced path of C beginning at x i and ending at xj. The successor 
(respectively predecessor) on a cycle C of a vertex x in V(C) is denoted by x ÷ 
(respectively x-) .  A cycle including all vertices of D is Hamiltonian. 
A digraph D is strong if, for any two vertices x and y, D contains a path from x 
to y. D is k-connected if, for any two vertices x and y, there exist k internally 
disjoint paths from x to y. D is 2-cyclic if each pair of vertices belongs to a 
common cycle. 
A tournament is a complete oriented graph. 
If both xy and yx do not exist, we shall say that the edge (x, y) is missing. Two 
vertices x and y are independent if the edge (x, y) is missing. The maximum 
number of independent vertices of D is denoted by tr(D). Two arcs are 
independent if they have no endpoint in common. 
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A (1, 1)-factor of a digraph D is a spanning subgraph H of D such that 
db(x) = 1 =d~x)  for all x e V(D).  
Theorem 1 (Ore [7, Section 8.6]). A digraph D has a (1, 1)-factor if and only if 
IN+(S)I >1 ISI for all S ~ V(D).  
2. Related results and conjectures 
Many results have been given related to the minimum number of arcs guarantee- 
ing a cycle or path of given length in digraphs or in strong oriented graphs (see 
[1], [3], [4], [5], [8], [9]), but fewer have been given for k-connected oriented 
graphs. 
We are concerned with the minimum number of arcs in a k-connected oriented 
graph to ensure that it is Hamiltonian. 
We formulate the following conjecture: 
Conjecture 2.1. For k >i 1, if D is a k-connected oriented graph of order n with 
more than f(n, k) = ½(n(n - 1) - k(k + 1)) arcs, then D is Hamiltonian. 
Note that D is obtained from a tournament by deleting any set of at most 
½k(k + 1) - 1 edges. 
Conjecture 2.1 is true for k = 1 since every strong tournament is Hamiltonian 
by Camion's Theorem [1, Theorem 1.1.1]. In Section 3 we prove it for k = 2. 
If conjecture 2.1 is true, the bound f(n, k) is the best possible for n t> 3k + 1, as 
shown by the example of the graph D 1, due to Heydemann and Sotteau: 
V(D1) = V(TO t.J V(T2) t3 V(S),  where T1 and T 2 are tournaments of orders 
n - 2k - 1 and k respectively and S an independent set of order k + 1. 
Moreover, we add to the arcs of Tx and T 2 all those from 7"1 to S, from S to T2 
and from T2 to T a. D~ is clearly k-connected and IE(D1)I =f(n,  k). But, since 
IN+(S)I = IV(T )I < IV(S)I, the conditions of the Theorem 1 are not satisfied; thus 
D1 contains no (1, 1)-factor and is not Hamiltonian. However, the addition of any 
arc between two vertices of S produces a k-connected oriented graph with 
f(n, k) + 1 arcs, which is Hamiltonian. 
Remark 2.2. In an attempt o prove Conjecture 2.1, Jackson and Ordaz [6] have 
obtained the following results whose bounds are the best possible: 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let D be a k-connected igraph on at least two vertices uch that 
k >>- t~(D) + p. Then any set of  vertex disjoint paths of  D of total length at most p 
are contained in a (1, 1)-factor of  D. 
Taking p = 0, they obtain the following: 
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Corollary 2.2.2. Let D be a k-connected igraph on n vertices with or(D)<~ k. 
Then D contains a (1, 1)-factor. 
Corollary 2.2.3. Let D be a k-connected oriented graph on n-vertices with more 
than f(n, k) arcs. Then D contains a (1, 1)-factor. 
Remark 2.3. We have tried weaker or different conditions than those of 
Conjecture 2.1 to ensure that an oriented graph is Hamiltonian: 
(i) The conditions D is a k-connected oriented graph and c~(D)~< k are not 
sufficient as shown for k = 2 by the following graph D 2 [8]: V(D2)= V(T 0 t.; 
V(T2), where T~ and T 2 are 2-connected tournaments. Moreover, we add to the 
arcs of T 1 and T 2 a 4-cycle abcda, where a, c • T 1 and b, d • T2 (Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. 
(ii) The conditions D is a strong digraph or even 2-cyclic with d+(x)>i 2 and 
d-(x)  t> 2 for all x • V(D)are  not sufficient as shown, for k = 2, by the graph D 3 
of Fig. 2. 
X 
2.1 
Fig. 2. 
iO-- I i 
2.2 
2.3 
T is a tournament with V(T)  = {xl, x2, • •. ,  Xq}, q >>- 5, and xix j E E (T )  if and 
only if i <j ,  but the arc XlXq (resp. X2Xq_l) is replaced by XqX 1 (resp. Xq_lX2). So, 
all the Hamiltonian paths of T with origin x I have necessarily Xq as endpoint. The 
graph D3 is a tournament with V(D3) = V(T)  U {t, x, y, a, b, c, v, z} minus the 
two edges (J:, y) and (y, Xq). The orientation of the arcs different from those of T 
is indicated on Fig. 2.1 with the following notations: 
In Fig. 2.2 the edge (i, j) is missing. In Fig. 2.3 all the arcs from A to B exist 
except the indicated missing edges and those ones which are explicitely drawn 
from B to A. 
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For all u e V(D3), d÷(u) i> 2 and d-(u)  i> 2, the cycles xabcvzx l . . .  XqtX, 
yabcvzxl • • • xqty and xzyavtx show that D3 is 2-cyclic. But one can verify it is not 
Hamiltonian. 
Remark 2.4. Thomassen studied a similar problem in [8, Section 8], but he 
considers the connectivity of a tournament before deleting some edges. Among 
all, he gives the following: 
Conjecture 2.4.1. Let T be a k-connected tournament. If  A is any set of at most 
(k - 1) edges of T, then T - A has a Hamiltonian cycle. 
He proved it for k = 2, which gives as a corollary the Theorem 2.4.2: 
Theorem 2.4.2. A 2-connected oriented graph with ½n(n-1) - I  arcs is 
Hamiltonian. 
3. Proof of Conjecture 2.1 for k = 2 
The following lemma is well known (see [4]). 
Lemma 3.1. Let C be a cycle of maximum length 1 in a strong oriented graph. 
Then for every vertex z not in V(C), we have IE(z, C) l  1 - 1. 
Moreover: 
(i) If [E(z, C)[ = l - 1, then there exists a vertex y of C non adjacent o z and 
there exists a vertex a in V(C) such that 
A=N+(z)nV(C)=y+- - -q ,a  and B=N-(z )AV(C)=a÷- - -qy  -. 
(ii) If [E(z, C)[ = l - 2 and if the two vertices x and y of C non adjacent to z 
are consecutive in C, say x = y÷, then there exists a vertex a in V(C) such that: 
A = N÷(z)  n V(C) = x +----q a and B = N-(z )  n V(C) = a +--c-% y_. 
Theorem 3.2. A 2-connected oriented graph D of order n, with at least 
½n(n - 1) -2  arcs, is Hamiltonian. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.4.2, a 2-connected oriented graph with ½n(n - 1) - 1 arcs is 
Hamiltonian. Thus it is sufficient o prove the theorem for IE(D)I = ½n(n - 1) - 2. 
Let D be a 2-connected oriented graph of order n with ½n(n - 1) - 2 arcs and C 
a cycle of maximum length l. In the following we always use the notation x ÷ and 
x -  on this cycle C. By Lemma 3.1 there are at most two vertices of D not on C, 
and l > /n -  2. We shall suppose l < n and show that the four cases which may 
occur (Fig. 3) are impossible. 
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Fig. 3. 
Case 1. 1 = n - 1 and the two missing edges are non adjacent (Fig. 3.1). 
Let us choose the maximum cycle C such that the outside vertex z satisfies 
d÷(z )  maximum. Let y be the vertex of C non adjacent o z. 
Let us begin with two remarks about the orientation of some arcs. 
Remark 1. No pair of arcs ra ÷ and as, with r • (A - a) Uy and s • (B - a +) Uy ,  
can exist otherwise the cycle zr ÷-q, as---G ra ÷-c-c-G s -z  would be longer than C (Fig. 
4.1). 
Remark 2. No path uyu + can exist otherwise the cycle zy+--c, uyu+- -Gy-z  would 
be longer than C. Thus the arcs incident o y are first all oriented from y to C, 
then from C to y. Let us consider the cycle zy+--C,y-z instead of C and the vertex 
y instead of z. Then by Lemma 3.1 and by the choice of C we get N+(y) ~_A and 
B ~_N- (y ) .  
Now, two internally disjoint paths from y to z use necessarily two independent 
arcs from A to B. By Remark 1, there exists an arc vw, independent of aa +, with 
veA-a  and w • B -a  +. Since w-•  B, w-y  • E (D)  (by Remark 2) and the 
cycle zv+-c-c-G w-y- -G vw-C-Gy-z is longer than C, which is impossible (Fig. 4.2). 
Z Z 
r+ s- W_ 
4.1 4 .2  
Fig. 4. 
Note that the study of this first case shows, as Theorem 2.4.2, that, if 
IE(D)I = ½n(n - 1) - 1, D is Hamiltonian. 
Case 2. l = n - 1; the two missing edges are adjacent and there exists a maximum 
cycle C for which the degree of the outside vertex z is n - 2 (Fig. 3.2). 
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Let us choose C such that d+(z) is maximum. The two missing edges are (y, z) 
and (y, g), with g • C. 
Preliminary remarks: Remark 1 is still valid. 
Remark 3. As in Remark 2, no path uyu + can exist. Thus, either there are three 
changes in the orientation of the arcs incident to y, the second of them being the 
path g-yg+ (Case (i)), or there is only one change (Case (ii)). 
(i) Thepath g-yg+ exists, which implies g+ Cy-  and g-  Cy+ since D is an 
oriented graph. The vertex g is outside the cycle C1 = yg+---%y-zy+--%g-y (Fig. 
5.1) of length n - l ;  since d-(g)~>2, g-¢y+ and by Lemma 3.1 we get 
g--g • E(D). 
If g -•A ,  the cycle zg-y--C-Sg--g---C-Sy-z is longer than C (Fig. 5.2). Hence 
g • B - a + and z • N+(g). 
If a- •N+(g), then N+(g) D_g + c,> a- =g+--%y-zy+--%a -. Since d+(z) = ly + 
& al and }g+--% Y-I > 0, we have d+(g) > d+(z), a contradiction with the choice of 
Hence a-•N- (g )  and the cycle za---%g-y--%a-g---C-%y-z is longer than C 
r -  
) 
5.1 
Z 
C. 
(Fig. 5.3). 
Z 
//J 
g 
5.2 
Fig. 5. 
Z 
yf 
g- 
5.3  
Case 2.1. 
than C. 
(ii) The arcs between y and C are first all oriented from y to C and then, from 
an arc ky, all oriented from C to y. Two internally disjoint paths going from y to z 
if k E A, or from z to y if k E B, use necessarily two independent arcs from A to 
B. By Remark 1, there exists an arc vw with v E A - -a  and w • B -  a +. Let us 
choose v the nearest o a on C and, v being chosen, w the nearest o y. Three 
cases may occur: 
w-y • E(D) (Fig. 6), then the cycle zv+--%w-y--C~vw-%y-z is longer 
Z Y" 
V 
Fig. 6. 
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I 
Y+ - Y+ 
v w v w - v ~  i" 
g* i i* 
7.1 7 .2  7.3 7.4 7 .5  
Fig. 7. 
Case 2.2. yw-  ~ E(D) ,  which implies either yv + ~ E(D) or the edge (y, o ÷) is 
missing and then g = v ÷ (Fig. 7). 
Subcase 2.2.a. If yv+E E(D), the cycle zy÷---c-% vw---C-%yv÷---% w-z  is longer than 
C (Fig. 7.1). 
Subcase 2.2.b. If g = v ÷ and if moreover v -  :# y, then yg+ E E(D) since v + is 
before w-  on C. The vertex g is outside the cycle C2 =yg÷__c.c.% w_zy+__c,, vw--%y of 
length n - 1 (Fig. 7.2). Since g ~ N÷(z), N-(g) ~_ z c.2, y_; in particular, as 
v- ~ y, v-g ~ E(D), and the cycle zvw--% v-g---~ w-z  is longer than C (Fig. 7.3). 
Subcase 2.2.c. If g=v + and v=y +, then F=N-(y)~_w---%y- since w-~ 
N+(y). Two internally disjoint paths going from z to y use two independent arcs 
from V(C) -  F -y  to F. But, by the choice of w, there is no other arc than vw 
from v to F;  thus there exists an arc ij with i ~ V(C) - F - {y t3 v } and j ¢ F - w. 
- If i~  w-,  then yi+~ E(D) and the cycle zv---%ij---%yi+---%j-z is longer than C 
(Fig. 7.4). 
- If i = w-,  the cycle zv÷---%ij---%vw---c-%j-z is longer than C (Fig. 7.5). 
Case 2.3. The edge (y, w-)  is missing, that is g = w-  (Fig. 8). 
Subcase 2.3.a. If yv + ~ E(D), we are in the same case as in 2.2.a. 
Subcase 2.3.b. If v+y ~ E(D), then g-y ~ E(D). The vertex g is outside the 
cycle Ca = y---% vw--C-%y-zv+---%g-y of length n - 1 (Fig. 8.1); thus d-(g) >t d-(z) 
and N-(g) is the set of the d-(g) last vertices of Ca before y. 
If g~a +, by the choice of v, gp EE(D) for every p ev+--c-C-%a -. In this case 
l 
V ~ 
Z 
g- 
Z 
¥-  
8.1 8 .2  
Fig. 8. 
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N-(g) ~ a c3> g- and d-(g) < d-(z) which is impossible. Hence g = a ÷. Since 
d-(g) ~>2 and z •N+(g), v ÷ c3~ g_ contains at least the two vertices g -  =a  and 
a - ;  so a-g • E(D). The cycle zay--%a-g--%y-z is longer than C (Fig. 8.2). 
Case 3. l = n -  1, the two missing edges (z, x) and (z, y) are adjacent and, for 
every maximum cycle C, the degree of the outside vertex z is n - 3 (Fig. 3.3). 
Preliminary remarks: 
Remark 4. Since C is maximum, no path uzu + can exist, and d+(z)>~2, 
d-(z) >~ 2. Thus, if x and y are non consecutive on C, one of the paths x-zx + or 
y-zy +, say x-zx ÷, exist necessarily. But then we are in Case 2 since the degree of 
the outside vertex x of the cycle x-zx+--~x - is n -2 .  Hence x=y + on C. 
Remark 1 remains valid with the following notations: 
A=N+(z)=x+.--%a and B=N-(z)=a+---%y -. 
Remark 5. No path uxu ÷ can exist otherwise we are in Case 2 with the cycle 
zx+--% uxu+--C-%y-z. Thus the arcs incident to x are first all oriented from x to C 
and then all oriented from C to x. This property is the same for y. 
Now, two internally disjoint paths going from z to x, when xa • E(D), or from 
x to z, when ax • E(D), use necessarily two independent arcs from A to B U y. 
By Remark 1, there exists an arc vw with v•A-a  and w•(B-a+)Uy .  
Moreover, in the case ax • E(D), if the only possible arcs vw are such that w = y, 
the path from x to z which contains this arc must contain an arc yj with ] • B 
which is impossible by Remark 5. Hence, if ax • E(D), then w ~ y. 
(i) If v+x • E(D), then w-x and ax belong to E(D) by Remark 5; in this case 
w :~ y. Hence we are in Case 2 since the degree of the outside vertex y of the 
cycle zv+--c-% w-x--%vw--%y-z is n -2  (Fig. 9.1). 
(ii) If xv+eE(D) ,  the cycle zx+---c-%vw---%xv+--%w-z is longer than C (Fig. 
9.2). 
Z X Z 
- .  v . ,  
W" 
9.1 9.2 
Fig. 9. 
Case 4. l = n - 2. A maximum cycle C leaves outside two adjacent vertices z and 
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t, say zt • E(D),  two edges (z, y) and (t, x) are missing. Let us choose C such that 
d- (z )  is maximum. 
Preliminary remarks: 
Remark 6. N+(t) = A is the set x +---% a, with a ~ x +, of the d+(t) successors of x 
on C; N-(z )  = B is the set b---C-qy -, with b :/: y- ,  of the d- (z )  predecessors o fy  on 
C. If u • B, u+~ A otherwise the cycle uztu +--q, u is longer than C. Thus 
[m n BI ~< 1 and, if Im n B[ = 1, the only vertex of Z n B is a = b. In particular 
yt • E(D). 
Remark 7. The vertices x and y are different otherwise the cycle x+---qx-ztx + is 
longer than C. 
Figure 10.1 shows the unique possibility for the relative positions of A and B on 
C. 
Remark 8. As in Remark 2, no path uyu + can exist. Thus N-(y) is the set of the 
d-(y) vertices preceding y on C. But d-(y)<~ d-(z)  by the hypothesis on d- (z )  
since, for the cycle y+--c-C-qy-zy+ of length n -2 ,  y plays the same part as z for C. 
Hence b-  • N+(y) and yi • E(D)  for all i in N+(z). 
Remark 9. As in Remark 1, no pair of arcs sb and b-r  with s • (N÷(z) - b - )  U y 
and r • B -  b can exist otherwise the cycle zs+---qb-r---qsb---qr-z is longer than 
C. 
Now, y can be reached only by a vertex of B (by Remark 8). Owing to Remark 
9, the existence of two internally disjoint paths going from z to y requires that at 
least one of the following two situations holds: 
(1) There exists an arc vw with v • N+(z) - t - b -  and w • B - b. In this case, 
since yv÷• E(D)  by Remark 8, the cycle zy+---~ vw---qyv+---q w-z  is longer than 
C (Fig. 10.2). 
(2) There exists an arc b-w with w • B - b, and tb • E(D)  which implies a = b. 
Then the cycle tb -q, w-zy÷- -qb-w- -qy - t  is longer than C (Fig. 10.3). 
t z 
) 
¥- 
t Z 
) 
t Z 
10.1  10 .2  10 .3  
Fig. 10. 
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Hence the four cases with l < n are impossible and the proof is complete. [] 
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